i;|s."5|=OWlogw)*}, &s;0 as n-^oo, then the series S {log (w+l)r*£««n is smnmable \C,1\.
In 1962 Pati proved another theorem of \C,1\ summability factors of infinite series. His theorem is as foUowJagS; THEOREM B [6] . Let {e"} be a convex sequence such that 2 ra"'c"<oo. If YjOn is bounded [i?, logw, 1], then "ZunSn is siimmable |C, 1|.
Very recently the author has generahzed the above theorem of Pati by proving the following: THEOREM C [9] . Let {en} be a convex sequence such that 2'^«^^«<<^-If where ^n=2"=i'<r\ then YLane" is summahle \y,l\.
Mazhar'^ established the following theorem which generalizes Theorem B.
THEOREM D [3] . If {c"} is a convex seqitence such that 2 w"'£»<oo, and then y.
summable \C,l\k.
These theorems were subsequently generalized by the author in the following form.
THEOREM E [11] . // {£"} is a convex seque^tce such that 2'^«'£M<^> and where ^;n=Z?=i'^r\. then Y^an&n is summable \V,)\k.
Niranjan Singh has established the following theorem which generalizes Theorem A and Theorem B.
THEOREM F [5] . If {£«} is a convex sequence such that 2 n~^e"<co, and " Is I L -^ = 0(log njn), n-^oo ivhere {;-"} is a positive non-decreasing sequence such that n-j-n log nd(-1=0(1), n-*co then Yidnenlxn is smnmable |C, Ij.
1) The same theorem has also been obtained by Misra [4] . The object of this note is to extend our theorem H to summabihty j V,X\k.
3. In what follows we establish the following theorem which includes, as special cases, all the previous theorems stated above. as m-^oo. Therefore, s"4'MA^rY-o(i).
S" 4-MMf' 1*^==0 (1) as proved in the previous case for L,.
S " 4rM Mr' 1 « = = 0(1) f; ^^^
==0(1).
This completes the proof of the theorem.
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